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rialto fix 210 
Permeating water repellent for sinopia 

 

rialto 
via caduti sul lavoro 7, Z.I. noghere 34015 muggia, trieste, italia 
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rialto@rialto-colors.com www.rialto-colors.com  

rialto is a brand of: COVEMA Vernici S.p.A. 
strada della barra 5, 10040 druento, torino, italia 

www.covemavernici.com  
 

The information contained in this sheet are the result of our experience and laboratory analysis. The necessary assessments as to whether the product is compatible with the desired use are to be made by the applicator. 

 
 

rialto fix 210 is a transparent finishing coat based on neutralized aminofuncitonal polydimethylsiloxane. It confers 
to rialto sinopia a suede-like effect. It is also suitable for all rialto seasoned slaked based finishes. 
 
PROPERTIES 
 

rialto fix 210 is marked by and stands out for the following 
characteristics: 
- it confers water repellency to lime based finishes 
- it confers a suede-like effect 
- it applicable by low pressure spray 
- efflux time: 16 s, cup DIN 4 mm 
- specific gravity: 1,0 ± 0.002 kg/l 
- it is water soluble 
- viscosity: @ 20 °C >FC 20” 4 mm (DIN53211) 
- Low VOC: (Directive2004/42/CE): < 2 g/l 
 
PURPOSES 
 

rialto fix 210 is a transparent finishing interior solution that can be 
applied to: 
-  rialto sinopia 
- rialto lime based finishes 
 
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

To confer water repellency and a suede-like effect to lime based 
plasters, apply by low pressure spray from the bottom up. 
Dilute rialto fix 210  with water in a proportion of 1:15 (1 part of 
product/15 parts of water). Absorb excess of material with a dry 
clean cloth. 
- do not apply at air surface temperature below 7 °C (44°F) or 

exceeding 30 °C (86 °F) and relative humidity of the air >80% 
- store the product at a temperature of above 7°C (44°F) and not 

exceeding 30°C (86°F) 
- pot life of diluted product: 48 hours  
- dispose of product with care 
- dispose of waste through authorized waste disposal services 

COVERING CAPACITY 
 

The average covering capacity is 100 m2/l  
 
PACKAGING 
 

rialto fix 210 is available in 0,5 l containers. 
 
REFERENCES 
 

For further information regarding the product mentioned in the text, 
see the following technical sheets: 
 
rialto sinopia 
rialto lime based finishes catalogue 

  
 
 
 
For further help or information regarding the products in the rialto range contact your local dealer. 
Every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in this technical data sheet is accurate. rialto is unable to 
guarantee results as it has no control over the conditions under which its products are applied. 


